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Review No. 86576 - Published 24 Nov 2008

Details of Visit:

Author: Coventrypunter
Location 2: Leicestershire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 22 Nov 2008 14:30
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 62
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Victoria House
Website: http://www.victoriahouse-massage.co.uk/
Phone: 01455559530

The Premises:

Enter through an archway in the high street, then into an unmarked door to the left. I dodnt use their
car park cos the entrance is very narrow and lots of car paint on the walls! Felt safe enough. into
reception, paid the ?12 entry fee, then was shown pics of the ladies available and offered the
chance to wait, or some were available now. Chose tayler as I nad noted her on their website, and
she was available. Upstairs was a room with a tv showing sky news and a bloke sitting in a dressing
gown. Then tayler came.

The Lady:

Scottish. about 5'2 I reckon. nice tits and bum. dark hair was dressed in a house coat which she
took off as soon as we got into the room. The pics on the VH website are accurate.

The Story:

The room had a massage table, and a sofa. there was a tv which was showing porn, but i was there
for the real thing. I was asked to get my clothes off, and lie on the table face down. I was then given
a nice back massage, which was spiced up with tayler tickling me with her fingernails -nice. then I
turned over and ws discussed what I wanted, and the price.
Very nice snogger, and a bit of HJ to get me more intertested. I took the opportunity to grope that
lovely bum, and suck her tits. then we did doggy, then 'table end' with tayler sitting on the table,
then sitting mish on the sofa to end.
Lots of nice cuddles and a bit more kissing to end, then I dressed and was shown out with a
goodbye kiss and asked to come again!
Nice experience, and conveneiently near to home.
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